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"My Grandmother's trip to New Guinea - photo albums, visual histories and memory" 
 
Max Quanchi 
Queensland University of Technology.  
 
In 1939, after returning to Australia, a bank officer and his wife compiled two albums recording their 
life on Samarai Island in southeast Papua; forty years later in 1972, a member of a touring party 
organized by an Australian Lions Club, created a ‘New Guinea’ album of her trip around TPNG. 
Treated here as bookends to the many tens of thousands of albums pasted-up after similar trips, short 
and long careers, and tourist stopovers, the question is posed whether these albums reveal anything new 
about the twentieth century in the Pacific Islands? This paper examines the narrative links, the 
mnemonic signature, and the colonialism embedded in the taking, purchase, selecting, sequencing, 
juxtaposing and pasting-up of photographs in albums. Because albums are deliberately structured - 
chronologically, geographically or thematically, but often randomly, disordered, partial, and 
incomplete - they have the potential to connect us with the past and to stories of passage, journeys, and 
the minutiae of expatriate life in the Pacific. By their silences and gaps they might also reveal the 
unexpected, the forgotten and the incidental in both expatriate and indigenous lives.  They also reveal 
milestones – dedications, special performances and modern machinery - and are repetitive, two 
characteristics found in a study of Asian photography in 20th century Javanese palace albums. 
(Pemberton 2009, 31) Martha Langford noted in her Suspended conversations (2001), a seminal study 
of family, travel and commemorative albums, that albums are full of internal references, but the 
compiler – aware of their audience - also clumsily and randomly applies generic, stylistic conventions 
to situate and provide a prelude and a denouement to their visual story. Langford also reminds us that 
the showing of an album is a performance or also what might be called an educative, visual or 
‘learning-by-looking’ experience. In the case of tourist photography the album becomes a complex 
theatre of corporeal expressive actors, scripts and choreographies, staged and enacted imaginative 
geographies (Larsen 2005, 417) and as Marilyn Motz argues, an album also is a form of visual 
autobiography. (Motz 1989) As very few archives and repositories collect albums, historians must now 
ask where have albums disappeared to, and why are institutions not collecting those that remain?  
Today, we need to uncover albums that remain in rarely opened private cupboards, bookshelves and 
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suitcases, and often in remote shelves in archives, and rapidly catalogue and preserve them as visual 
evidence of an earlier era. 
 
My interest was not sparked by my first contact with albums – two dozen mostly un-annotated or un-
provenanced albums of fading black and white photographs that were listed under “New Guinea” at the 
National Library of Australia.1 I merely searched through them for copies of well known photographs, 
duplicates of those already published in books and articles, or for additional examples of the work of 
photographers I had identified as active in Papua between 1880 and 1930.(Quanchi 2007)   A few years 
later in Noumea, I started to wonder more about this exceptional form of visual archive when I came 
across a dozen albums that had been stacked in an out-of-the-way, darkened top shelf in a private 
library of maps, charts, art works, books and manuscripts. They were a varied collection of wartime 
American “GI” albums of Noumea, cruise-ship trip albums and family albums of time spent residing in 
the Pacific.2 It was another five years before I took up the challenge of sorting through the remaining 
fragments of this under-researched aspect of the twentieth century Pacific. My interest in albums as 
historical evidence was finally invigorated by three meetings; first with an undergraduate student who 
told me of an album of her grandmother’s trip to the Australian Territory of Papua and New Guinea 
(TPNG) in 1972, and who, a few weeks later, appeared with it in my office. It was marked “1972” in 
white ink on the spine and came along with numerous stickers, a banner, beer coasters, small booklets, 
and an incomplete diary written on hotel notepaper and on the back of un-sent, purchased postcards. 
Not long after a colleague in Cultural Studies wanted to give a paper at a conference I was organising 
on Australia’s relations with the Pacific. She wanted to demonstrate how the representation of domestic 
intimacies in her family photograph album of Pondo plantation in New Guinea in the 1930s, could 
reveal elements of gendered subjectivity, silences and social life, that in turn could influence and shape 
a fictional literary output.  Shortly after, I learnt the Queensland Museum had purchased eight, c1927-
1957 “New Guinea” albums.3 Emboldened by this material, I tackled the question of whether albums 
could tell more about the twentieth century than we already knew – was visual evidence equal to or 
more penetrating than words and text in letters, diaries, books, articles, newspapers, manuscripts and 
official papers? I began this visual historiography with a sort of laboratory test to measure the content, 
and value, of visual evidence against written or printed (paper) evidence. 
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This quest was helped by the publication of Martha Langford’s Suspended conversations; the afterlife 
of memory in photographic albums, a study of 230 personal albums held by the McCord Museum of 
Canadian History. Langford claimed rather extravagantly that the “mystery of photography – its 
powerful grip on the popular imagination – remains unsolved” (Langford 2001, viii) and while she 
ignored a great deal of research on Pacific Island photography in the journals History of Photography, 
Pacific Studies and the Journal of Pacific History, she did bring albums into the main arena and argued 
for a link between albums, visual memory and orality. She argued that albums presented a “jumble of 
photographic memories … a very turbulent stream of impressions …. of thematic clusters and 
serpentine narratives” (2001, 15 and 18) and that these were rarely presented in the order in which they 
occurred.(2001, 18) She noted that as photography became more accessible, and cheaper, private 
citizens found albums “the best way to order and display their photographs”. (2001, 24) But this left 
open the question of intentionality, and purpose. Who was the audience for an album once it had been 
pasted-up?  
 
The c1930 Samarai Island albums and the 1972 album of a Lions club trip to TPNG, although 
separated by forty years, offered research access to sequencing, juxtaposition, opening and closure, the 
transition from private to public, and in each photograph, forensic evidence within the frame. This 
evidence could then be contextualised by what we already know of the colonial era. Samarai Island, the 
focus of the Park albums, was once a jewel of the South Seas and briefly the commercial centre for 
British New Guinea and after 1901, the Australian Territory of Papua. In the 1930s, it was eclipsed as a 
port and administrative centre by Rabaul and Port Moresby, and the new mining centres of Salamaua, 
Wau and Bulolo. By the time an album was pasted up after the Australian Lions visit in 1972, a nation 
state was in the making, tourism was thriving and a series of modern towns and hotels were the 
landmarks of a good tour. Building on earlier research on photography in the public domain, 
particularly postcards and illustrated magazines, a useful comparison can be created by positioning 
published photography against the ‘New Guinea’ depicted in these two sets of private, carefully 
constructed albums. This comparison reveals new insights into the histories of Samarai, Papua and 
New Guinea and the era of approaching independence. Unfortunately the relationship between the 
‘idea of an album’ and how we remember the past, and the usefulness of albums in recovering 
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biography and personal memory, lie outside the scope of this paper. (Willumson 2004; Nordstrom 
2004)   
 
The two loose-leaf albums constructed by William and Miriam Park, probably after they had “gone 
south” in 1939, contain 156 and 112 mounted black and white photographs of Samarai Island, the 
Milne Bay District and a few purchased prints of Port Moresby and elsewhere. They were presented in 
two commercially available, Australian-made, hard cover, black albums with 24 leaves and tissue 
paper interleaves, purchased from Harrington’s Ltd, of Sydney, a well known photography supplier and 
studio. The prints were mostly 145mm by 100mm and arranged in double-page series of portraits or 
landscapes, four to a page. Although most double-page spreads had eight photographs, on other pages 
three portrait photographs were aligned in descending order, while a few pages had an artistic 
arrangement of both portrait and landscape prints. Twenty-six loose photographs accompanied the two 
albums, mostly duplicates of those already mounted. Both albums had unused pages towards the rear 
(of 2 pages and 7 pages respectively), but resumed with 29 photographs of Sydney in one album, and 
12 photographs of Port Moresby and environs in the other. As both albums follow much the same 
content with views in and around Samarai, the neighbouring islands and nearby mainland and Port 
Moresby, it seems the two albums were designed to tell much the same story, but for different 
audiences.  
 
Many of the photographs are repeated in both albums, but each does offer a separate idiosyncratic 
narrative for the audience. Both albums are predictably sequenced, and begin with a left page 
enlargement of the family dog “Bonzo”, but on the facing right hand page in one album there are four 
photographs of the Bank of New South Wales and aspects of the manager’s residence. (see Fig 1) while 





Fig. 1 Opening double page, Album, E177888 
 
The following double-page spreads have a somewhat mysterious logic. The second double-page 
opening in one album offered two aerial enlargements – a plan view of the island and a view down 
China Straits, and continued the Samarai theme on the next double opening by offering eight views 
around town. In the other album, the second double-page opening offered six landscapes and three 
townscapes, including three non-Samarai purchased postcards of Port Moresby and environs. It 
continued on the non-Samarai theme in the next double opening with eight prints of Elevala near Port 
Moresby far to the west in the Gulf of Papua and the Dogura Mission in Goodenough Bay on the 
northeast Papuan coast. This suggests that the first album was more family-orientated, telling a 
Samarai-focussed story, and the other album aimed at fellow bank employees, ex-TPNG “hands” or 
church congregations and offered a wider geographical viewing of Papua, including the main towns 
and areas where missions and the administration had established a presence. Was one album 
constructed by Mr Kerr and one by Mrs Kerr? Was one deliberately commercial and New Guinea-
focussed, and the other more domestic and Samarai-focussed? These are areas of further research, 
including gendered album-making that must wait until a critical mass of albums are archived and 






Fig 2: Pages (not numbered) from the WHK Park albums,  
E17788 and E-177898-0, Queensland Museum. 
 
By the 1930s there was a generic album, a widely used conventional visual narrative of colonial life in 
the Pacific, and increasingly of an islands cruise, presented in chronological or thematic order, that 
people back home expected and with which they were already familiar. For example, in a forty-five 
page album of Niue Island, a New Zealand territory, 131 photographs were pasted-up in 1938 by a Mrs 
Lia Hawkins. This album is now held by the Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington. Three 
photographs are missing.  Although constructed at the same time as the Samarai albums, on a similarly 
sized small Pacific island, and in similar colonial setting, the Niue album has significant differences in 
content and arrangement and raises several pertinent questions; does the tourist album differ from the 
resident album? How much does commercially available and purchased photography influence the 
visual narrative pasted up in albums? Do albums reveal differences between Australian and New 
Zealand colonial possessions? What can be claimed is that photography geographically locates the 
nuances of colonial life and cross-cultural relationships that existed in differing Oceanic cultures and 
colonial regimes. 
 
Compared to the absence of Papuans in the Samarai album, Niueans are much more prominent in the 
Hawkin’s album. Niuean villages and ethnographic material comprise 12 per cent of the content and 
there are fifteen photographs of Niuean nurses. This is in stark contrast to the Samarai album in which 
very few of the Papuans that worked on Samarai are depicted. Samarai was a European enclave, with a 
population of 200-300 Europeans and no resident Papuans. In contrast, Europeans on Niue were few in 
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number and overwhelmed by the Nuiean population of around 4000. The Niuean album complier 
served at the hospital, and this is reflected by 37 per cent of the photographs being of the hospital, 
nurses, nurse’s quarters, and European medical staff. The Niue album begins and ends with a 
situational statement – opening with a view of Alofi wharf to locate the narrative on an island, and 
concluding with a group portrait of hospital nursing staff to signal the compiler’s personal link to life 
and work in the colonies. Lia Hawkins selected many Niuean portraits and group photographs, 
particularly of the nurses she obviously worked with on a daily basis. This might suggest that on Niue, 
Europeans and Niueans mixed more freely and were less inhibited in cross-cultural relationships in 
comparison to the rigid race barrier and colonial conventions that ruled the two worlds of social life on 
Samarai. 
 
The Niue and Samarai albums have similar proportions of picturesque views, townscapes, tropical flora 
and fauna and shipping photography as these were the stock early twentieth century images of the 
South Seas that audiences expected. They were already stereotypes, well established by the 1930s and 
found widely as travel illustrations in postcards, illustrated magazines, encyclopaedia and travelogues. 
The subject matter of the Samarai and Niue photographs was familiar to the wider audience at the time, 
but their conventional format and content means they are in danger of being too easily consigned by 
cataloguers and researchers to the chronological, content-based, documentary category.  
 
Thirty years later, in 1972, after a Lions Club tour of Port Moresby, Rabual, Madang, Goroka and Lae, 
a returning tourist constructed a visual narrative around 192, square (80x80mm) “Kodak” colour prints. 
It was a record of travel or passage. It was also a private album, retained within the family and perhaps 
only seen by family members, neighbours or friends and relatives of those that accompanied the 
compiler on the trip. Deborah Chambers argued that the “historical backdrop of western imperial 
nations and their colonies uncovers the racialized, gendered and classed structures which profoundly 
influence the role that the family album plays in defining space in Western Anglophone nations”.(2003, 
113; Blunt 2003, 241-60) Family-owned travel albums, which overlap in part with the documentary 
record of family life, also reveal broader patterns of identity and place and the meanings and values 
associated with spatial, social, cultural and economic changes occurring around the compiler, at home 
and in the site of travel. Travel albums “served to define, value, commodify and validate the travel 
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experience”, (Nordstrom 2004, 84) but Pacific researchers might also look at the same album as a 
historical archive of TPNG’s decolonisation and development in the early 1970s and search its pages as 
they would a diary, official report, parliamentary Hansard or newspaper of the day.  
 
The opening double page of the 1972 album (using the inside cover and first page), situates the journey 
which follows by starting with a view of Port Moresby, the tour bus, a hotel and Bomana cemetery. On 
the opposing page stickers collecting during the visit tell readers the trip was to the Territory of Papua 
New Guinea, just then gaining self-government in the first decolonising step towards independence. 
The uppermost sticker displayed the newly designed national flag and the slogan “National Day:  Unite 
– Bung Wantaim – Ahebou” in the three official languages being promoted at the time;  English, Hiri 
Motu (Police Motu), and Pidgin. The other six stickers advertised hotels or airlines used on the trip. 
The second double page spread contained 12 photographs of Bomana War Memorial cemetery and the 
road to McDonalds Crossing, the start of the famous World War 11 Kokoda Trail. The next double 
page spread included 12 formal photographs of the new campus of the University of Papua New 
Guinea (UPNG) and predictably for a tourist album, ended  with two casual, personal “snaps” of drinks 
in the touring party’s hotel beer garden, probably the Boroka Hotel.  
 
The album then takes the audience around TPNG, from one airport, hotel and town to another, with 
deliberately and carefully interwoven glimpses of Papua New Guineans and the landscape. It is a 
carefully sequenced and easily read narrative. Audiences seeing the album would have been well 
informed about a few already famous cultural highlights, as well as urban growth, tourism potential, 
the physical terrain and the state of colonial development, or at least that development which could be 
seen from a tour bus or plane window. It also resonated with Australian’s recent memory of the New 
Guinea war campaigns of 27 years earlier. The neat gravestone images of Kokoda, Bomana and 







Fig 3: Opening Pages from a “1972” trip album,  
Private Collection, Michelle Kane, Brisbane.  
 
The 1972 album is markedly different to the albums of the 1930s. It is in colour. There is an emphasis 
on towns, modernization, hotels where the touring party stayed, aerial views and tourist displays of 
culture by Papua New Guineans paid to perform as the party passed by. There are twelve photographs 
of airports, eight of hotels and sixteen aerial views taken out of plane windows. These were all new 
elements of album construction, and of touring in the South Seas. The album is also noticeably 
ethnographic with twenty photographs taken at a “Sing Sing” at Rabaul’s National Day celebrations, 
eight of a traditional housing display taken at Madang Teachers Training College, and 11 of Asaro mud 
dancers along with 20 other photographs of Papua New Guineans snapped along the Highlands 
highway or at markets in the towns the party visited. The album closes  with aerial views of the 
fringing reefs as their plane left the Papuan coast and headed south and finally, an aerial view of 
Bankstown, a Sydney suburb brings the reader back home.  
 
Do the Samarai Island and 1972 trip albums reveal anything new about the twentieth century in the 
Pacific that has not been previously covered in the many books on TPNG? For example, I learnt for the 
first time that Samarai’s topography has been severely altered by groynes, land-fill, the flattening of a 
ridge, coastal walkways, and the filling of a swamp. I saw that expatriates on Samarai played bowls, 
tennis and cricket and promenaded around the island just as late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
Melbournians did around Albert Park Lake. I now appreciated Samarai’s close proximity to Sabira, a 
well-known Burns Philp port and plantation, and to Kwato, a major mission centre in eastern New 
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Guinea. I appreciated more the meaning of ‘enclave’ and living in a fishbowl expatriate society after 
seeing the closeness and density of  Samarai’s streetscapes and crowded wharf and business district, 
and I appreciated more the racial exclusion of Papuans from European towns and administration 
centres after seeing so few Papuans in the Samarai album. In the Lions Club trip album I learnt about 
TPNG’s “National Day” in 1972, an event that had escaped my attention previously, despite reading 
extensively on the literature of the final years of decolonisation. I appreciated more that an amazing 
transition had taken place in post-war TPNG, as the visual evidence showed clearly that Papua New 
Guineans had moved quickly in the 1960s to capitalise on air travel and tourism. I learnt that tourism 
from Australia to TPNG was much bigger than I had known, judged by the number of hotels, airports 
and the ease with which the touring party went from Moresby to Lae, Rabaul, Madang and Goroka. I 
learnt from the 1972 album that a European world prevailed in defined sites in TPNG parallel to but 
not connected to surrounding, disparate tribal and clan communities. I learnt from both the Samarai and 
1972 albums the importance that aerial photography was beginning to play in memories of travel and 
place. 
 
Although this early foray into albums is based on only a few examples in private hands and 
repositories, the conclusion can be drawn that albums are historically important for enhancing what we 
already know, and that they also reveal unexpected nuances and ruptures in the colonial world and in 
cross-cultural encounters. Occasionally they reveal events, changes and relationships previously 
ignored. Martha Langford argued that an album is a “horizontal narrative shot through with vertical 
lines of both epic and anecdotal dimension … the said and unsaid are twin sentries evadable only by 
craft, luck and readiness. So an album must be entered again and again, and yet again in different 
company”. (2001, 199) Because albums were “repeatedly handled as they were turned, re-enacting its 
narrative in many different contexts” and because, as Elizabeth Edwards and Janice Hart note, they 
come to have new “meanings through the habitual reiterations of engagement with them” (2004, 1 and 
6) the researcher must search for and unravel these epic, mythical and anecdotal contexts.  The first few 
pages of an album often act as a prologue for an unfinished story as the compilers tire of the task and 
start to juxtapose randomly and complete and incomplete albums often confuse chronological sequence 
and location. As a form of visual evidence albums therefore need several forensic readings, as well as 
cross-checking with published photography, private and archival photography collections, and 
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institutional photography exhibition and display. Langford adds that “as invitations to re-enactment, 
photographs (in albums) cover themselves again and again in fresh recollection. They are revisionist by 
nature”.(2001, 200) Historians, for example, having drafted a history of TPNG between 1900 and 1975, 
will find value in checking the visual evidence to confirm, add to or revise their first drafts. Others 
might begin by writing, performing or telling a story based solely on the visual evidence. Patrizo di 
Bello argues that the photographic album has become the main medium through which photographs are 
used to explore, construct and confirm identity. (2005, 21) They do a lot more. Chris Pinney, citing 
Umberto Eco noted that displaying photographs in albums links a chain of events in a systematic 
argumentative collection of visual statements. Eco called this a syntagmatic concatenation. (1997, 150-
151) This argumentative or narrative structure makes albums important for researchers. As James Ryan 
noted about African photography, gaining access to albums can “situate photographs in the historical 
and cultural contexts in which they were made and displayed, to show how their meanings were framed 
by wider discourses”.(1997, 124)  As repositories hold so few albums, this task in relation to Pacific 
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Photograph albums have not been systematically collected, catalogued and preserved by archives, 
libraries, museums or galleries, and many remain in private hands and in unresolved estates after a 
family member’s death. We have no idea how many extant albums there are from the hundreds of 
thousands that were pasted up in the Pacific Islands, or on returning over the last 150 years. Albums 
have not yet attracted the full attention of researchers, yet they are an intriguing object, a visual 
conversation with the original compiler, subject and reader and a visual archive full of clues to past 
relationships. This gap is relevant today as the digital image and electronic storage and sharing means 
the photo album is nearly obsolete as a record. This paper argues that visual evidence can stand apart, 
as well as be used to support analysis based solely on documentary evidence. It suggests that albums 
from the 1920s and 1930s in Papua New Guinea and Niue, or more recent post-war albums pasted by 
parents and grandparents, provide access that letters, postcards, diaries, reports and travelogues often 
expurgate or omit because they are seen as mundane and ordinary. The camera captures these 
moments. This is a new field of research in Pacific Studies and as this paper suggests, old albums are 
another avenue to the past that now needs much wider acknowledgement. 
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